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Featured Title

Good Governance in
Sub-Saharan Africa:
Opportunities and Lessons
Monique Newiak, Alex Segura-Ubiergo, and Abdoul Aziz Wane
As governance and corruption issues take center stage
in international debates, the IMF has introduced a new
framework for more candid discussion of these issues
with its member countries. This collection points to sound
institutions as the means to ensure integrity in public
affairs, which may be one of sub-Saharan Africa’s foremost
milestones in its journey to sustainable development.

$35. English. ©2022. 346pp. Paperback. ISBN 978-1-51358-405-8. Stock# GGSSAEA.
imfbk.st/461380
“I welcome this publication from the International Monetary Fund, which highlights the critical importance of
governance and integrity in combating corruption. We urgently need to find innovative approaches to addressing
corruption in all its manifestations. The focus of this text on identifying how reform pathways can be effective in
fragile states is particularly welcome. Every corrupt deal that is struck reduces the resources available in the world’s
poorest nations to meet the aspirations of their citizens for sustainable development.”
—Right Honorable Helen Clark, Chair of the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative Board
“Governance is decisive in development. In Botswana it harnessed diamonds to become the fastest-growing
economy in the world and escape mass poverty, while in Sierra Leone it turned diamonds into a disaster that crashed
the society into deeper poverty and civil war. The staff of the African Department of the IMF has accumulated the
region’s most comprehensive experience of how governance affects society, and this book distills its wisdom. The IMF
cannot substitute for bad governance: each country is different, and the struggle for a state that works effectively for
the goals of a society can only be won by the society itself. But this book will be valuable for the courageous people
who will spread successes like Botswana’s around Africa.”
—Paul Collier, Professor of Economics and Public Policy, Oxford University
“Breaking from its narrower technocratic and financial focus of the past, six years ago the IMF recognized that
weak governance and corruption are ‘macro-critical’ and paid more attention to these challenges. After the recent
COVID-19 emergency financing period, it is welcome to see a serious IMF volume on governance coming to light,
signaling that good governance matters for financial stability and development. The book rigorously draws from the
knowledge of multiple staff authors, with a focus on Africa. We hope also to see major governance initiatives in the
future addressing macro-critical aspects in other regions, since they afflict all corners of the globe.”
—Daniel Kaufmann, President Emeritus, Natural Resource Governance Institute, and former Director
at the World Bank
BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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New and Forthcoming
Powering the
Digital Economy:
Opportunities and
Risks of Artificial
Intelligence in
Finance
El Bachir Boukherouaa
and Ghiath Shabsigh in
collaboration with
Khaled AlAjmi,
Jose Deodoro,
Aquiles Farias,
Ebru S. Iskender,
Alin Mirestean, and Rangachary Ravikumar

The full extent of the effects of artificial intelligence
and machine learning and their application in finance
cannot be fully understood at this time due to their
quickly evolving nature. This paper discusses the
impact of the rapid adoptions of these technologies
in the financial sector.
$20. English. ©2021. 35pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-58906-395-2. Stock# PDEORAIFEA
imfbk.st/494716

Asset Purchase
Programs in
European Emerging
Markets
Marco Arena,
Rudolfs Bems,
Nadeem Ilahi, Jaewoo Lee,
William Lindquist, and
Tonny Lybeki

Several emerging
market central banks
in Europe deployed
asset purchase
programs (APPs) amid the 2020 pandemic. This paper
attempts to understand what has made the so-far
successful use of APPs in European emerging markets
possible and ascertain whether these new tools can
be extended beyond the initial pandemic response.
$20. English. ©2021. 80pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-511359-375-3. Stock# APPEEMEA
imfbk.st/464647

Feeling the Heat:
Adapting to Climate
Change in the
Middle East and
Central Asia
Christoph Duenwald,
Yasser Abdih,
Kerstin Gerling,
Vahram Stepanyan,
and others.

Climate change is
among the many
challenges facing
the Middle East and Central Asia. Considering the
physical, financial, and social risks posed by climate
change, the central message of this paper is adapting
policy responses to build more resilient economies
and to make climate change issues a critical priority
for economies in the region.
$20. English. ©2022. 93pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51359-109-4. Stock# ACCMECAAE
imfbk.st/464855
I N T E R N A T I O N A L

M O N E T A R Y

F U N D

COMING SOON

Promoting
Inclusive Growth
in the Middle East
and North Africa:
Challenges and
Opportunities in
a Post-Pandemic
World
Roberto Cardarelli,
Mercedes Vera Martin,
and Subir Lall

With widespread
inequality, high
unemployment, and
the expected entry of 27 million young people into
the labor force over the next 10 years, countries across
the Middle East and North Africa need to change their
economic models to boost job creation and make
sure that the benefits of economic development
accrue more generally to all their citizens. This book
provides a comprehensive overview of policies that
will boost inclusive growth in the regional context
within a resilient macroeconomic policy framework.
$25. English. ©2022. 144pp. Paperback
ISBN 979-8-40020-003-8. Stock# PIGPPWEA
imfbk.st/512106
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New and Forthcoming
The Global
Informal
Workforce:
Priorities for
Inclusive Growth

Well Spent:
How Strong
Infrastructure
Governance Can
End Waste in Public
Investment

Corinne Deléchat and
Leandro Medina

“This pivotal book
arrives right in time,
with key insights for
both policymakers
and researchers on
how to deal with
these important
issues.”
—Alejandro Izquierdo, Inter-American
Development Bank
$39. English. ©2021. 416pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51357-591-9. Stock# IEATWEA
imfbk.st/29292

Corporate Income
Taxes under
Pressure: Why
Reform Is Needed
and How It Could
Be Designed
Ruud de Mooij,
Alexander Klemm,
and Victoria Perry

“The IMF is at the
forefront of thinking
about tax policy and
practice. This book
collects deep insights
about corporate income taxation from IMF staff,
drawing on both theory and practical experience, and
provides an excellent guide to options for much-needed
reform.”
—Michael Devereux, Oxford University Centre for
Business Taxation
$38. English. ©2021. 388pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51351-177-1. Stock# CITUPEA
imfbk.st/28329

Gerd Schwartz,
Manal Fouad,
Torben Hansen, and
Geneviève Verdiert

“This book offers a
very thoughtful and
instructive account of
the governance that
is necessary to turn
aspiration into action. It is a most valuable contribution.”
—Nick Stern, London School of Economics and
Grantham Research Institute on Climate Change
and the Environment
$35. English. ©2020. 344pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51351-181-8. Stock# SIGEA
imfbk.st/28328
I N T E R N A T I O N A L

M O N E T A R Y

F U N D

COMING SOON

Customs Matters:
Strengthening
Customs
Administration in a
Changing World
Augusto Azael,
Pérez Azcarraga,
Tadatsugu Matsudaira,
Gilles Montagnat-Rentier,
János Nagy, and
R. James Clark

New challenges have
emerged for customs
administration
with the increasing
volume of international trade, developments in new
technologies, and changes in business models. This
book analyzes the many changes and challenges
currently facing customs administration while
proposing ways to address potential issues. It
outlines problems policymakers must consider as
they develop their own road map for modernization
reforms.
$32. English. ©2022. 300pp. Paperback
ISBN 979-8-40020-012-0. Stock# SCACWEA
imfbk.st/512034

BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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Global Outlook

World Economic
Outlook
A unique source of
authoritative data,
information, and
analysis

The World Economic
Outlook (WEO)
presents the IMF staff’s
analysis of prospects
for the global
economy. Each issue
reports on developments in global financial markets,
economic governance, and critical policy issues. The
WEO tracks key indicators, such as output, growth,
inflation, employment, government debt, current
account balances, savings, and financial flows. The
data are presented in easy-to-read maps, charts, and
tables. The WEO is a highly respected, trusted resource
for decision makers, business leaders, researchers, and
policymakers worldwide.
Annual subscription: $85. English. Paperback
Published twice yearly. ISSN 0256-6877. Stock# WEOSEA
r.imfbk.st/weo
Also available in Arabic, French, and Spanish

Global Financial
Stability Report
Assessing the risks of
the global financial
system

The Global Financial
Stability Report (GFSR)
assesses key risks
facing the global
financial system.
The report seeks to
highlight policies that
may mitigate systemic risks, thereby contributing to
global financial stability and the sustained economic
growth of the IMF’s member countries. Part of the
World Economic and Financial Surveys series, the GFSR
also draws out the financial ramifications of economic
imbalances highlighted by the IMF’s World Economic
Outlook, making it an indispensable companion
publication.
Annual subscription: $85. English. Paperback
Published twice yearly. ISSN 1729-701X. Stock# GFSREA
r.imfbk.st/gfsr
4
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Fiscal Monitor
Examining the state of
public finances across
the globe

The Fiscal Monitor
analyzes the latest
public finance
developments and
medium-term fiscal
projections and
assesses policies
aimed at placing
public finances on a
sustainable footing. It is published twice a year as part
of the World Economic and Financial Surveys series,
and its projections are based on the same database
used for the World Economic Outlook and the Global
Financial Stability Report.
Annual subscription: $85. English. Paperback
Published twice yearly. ISSN 2219-276X. Stock# FMOEA
r.imfbk.st/fm

External Sector
Report
Analyzing
global external
developments and
external positions

This report presents
a detailed and
methodologically
consistent assessment
of the exchange rates,
current accounts,
reserves, capital flows,
and external balance sheets of the world’s largest
economies.
Annual subscription: $85. English. Paperback
Published once a year. ISSN 2617-3832. Stock# ESREA
r.imfbk.st/esr

Regional Outlooks
Regional Economic Outlooks are the premier source
for understanding the latest economic developments in
countries around the world. Reports cover Asia and the
Pacific, Europe, the Middle East and Central Asia, subSaharan Africa, and the Western Hemisphere. Each Regional
Economic Outlook focuses on recent policy developments
that have affected economic performance and identifies
the key challenges faced by policymakers in individual
countries. Through expert analysis of the latest countryspecific data gathered by the IMF, these reports provide
accurate near-term outlooks and explore in depth the
potential future risks for each region’s economy.
$36 each. English. Paperback
Asia and Pacific
Europe
Middle East and Central Asia: Also available in Arabic,
French, and Russian
Sub-Saharan Africa: Also available in French, Chinese,
and Portuguese
Western Hemisphere: Also available in Spanish
and Portuguese
r.imfbk.st/REO

Explore bookstore.IMF.org
Purchase IMF print publications
and have them delivered to you.
Review a list of related titles thanks to
the “Also of Interest” suggestions.
Share information on your social
media channels. #IMFpublications

BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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Climate Change and Fintech
Digital Revolutions
in Public Finance

Fiscal Policy to
Mitigate Climate
Change

Sanjeev Gupta,
Michael Keen, Alpa Shah,
and Geneviève Verdier

“A fascinating
assessment of the
next frontier—digital
everything, applied
to government
finances.”
—Simon Johnson,
MIT Sloan School of
Management
Support for this book and the conference on which it is based
was provided by the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

$25. English. ©2017. 362pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-48431-522-4. Stock# DRPFEA
imfbk.st/24304

E-Money:
Prudential
Supervision,
Oversight, and User
Protection
Marc C. Dobler, José Garrido,
Dirk Jan Grolleman,
Tanai Khiaonarong, and
Jan Nolte

Some jurisdictions
take a relatively
light-touch approach
to regulating electronic money issuers. This paper
supports policies for strengthening e-money
regulatory regimes in particular in jurisdictions where
issuers, individually or collectively, have grown large
enough to be of macro-financial importance.
$20. English. ©2021. 34pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51359-340-1. Stock# EMPSOUPEA
imfst.st/464867

Ian W. H. Parry,
Ruud A. de Mooij, and
Michael Keen

This volume is
essential reading
for policymakers
in finance and
environment
ministries in
developed and
developing
economies alike,
and others grappling with balancing environmental
and development concerns. It provides practical
guidelines for the design of fiscal policies to reduce
greenhouse gases.
$28. English. ©2012. 219pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-61635-393-3. Stock# DFPMEA
imfbk.st/12762

Unlocking Access to
Climate Finance
Manal Fouad,
Natalija Novta,
Gemma Preston,
Todd Schneider, and
Sureni Weerathungal

This departmental
paper provides an
in-depth overview
of access to climate
finance for Pacific
island countries,
evaluating their successes and challenges, and
proposes a way forward to unlock access to climate
funds.
$20. English. ©2021. 104pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51359-422-4. Stock# UACFPICEA
imfbk.st/464708

Also of Interest
Institutional Arrangements for Fintech Regulation and
Supervision
Charles Taylor, Christopher Wilson, Eija Holttinen, and
Anastasiia Morozo

imfbk.st/28504

Towards a Global Approach to Data in the Digital Age

Vikram Haksar, Yan Carriere-Swallow, Emran Islam, Andrew Giddings,
Kathleen Kao, Emanuel Kopp, and Gabriel Quiros

imfbk.st/466263
6
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Not Yet on Track to Net Zero: The Urgent Need for Greater
Ambition and Policy Action to Achieve Paris Temperature Goals
Simon Black, Ian Parry, James Roaf, and Karlygash Zhunussov

imfbk.st/494807

Financial Regulation, Climate Change, and the Transition to a
Low-Carbon Economy: A Survey of the Issues
Dimitri G Demekas and Pierpaolo Grippa

imfbk.st/510973

Inflation and Debt
Foreign Exchange
Interventions in
Inflation Targeters
in Latin America

Debt and
Entanglements
Between the Wars

Marcos Chamon,
David J. Hofman,
Nicolas E. Magud and
Alejandro M. Werner

“Debt and
Entanglements will
be required reading
for anyone who wants
to understand the
economic origins of
today’s international
order, and the threats
it faces.”
—Maurice Obstfeld,
University of

Era Dabla-Norris

“This book is a
wonderful reference
for anyone interested
in foreign exchange
markets. … the issues
studied in these
chapters have

global appeal.”
—Carmen M. Reinhart, Harvard Kennedy School
$30. English ©2019. 318pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-48437-568-6. Stock# FXILAET
imfbk.st/25455

California, Berkeley

$27. English ©2020. 320pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51351-179-5. Stock# DEBWEA
imfbk.st/28327

Taming Indian
Inflation 

Advancing the
Frontiers of
Monetary Policy
Tobias Adrian,
Douglas Laxton, and
Maurice Obstfeld

“It is a good read
for both policy
practitioners, financial
analysts, academics,
and students of
monetary economics.
Indeed, it could very
usefully be added
to reading lists of
monetary economic courses…. Highly recommended.”
—European Money and Finance Forum
$30. English ©2018. 298pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-48432-594-0. Stock# EFMPEA
imfbk.st/24708

Rahul Anand and
Paul Cashin

High inflation
has presented
serious economic
challenges in India
in recent years.
This book analyzes
various facets of
Indian inflation—
the causes,
consequences, and
range of policies
being implemented to manage it.
$30. English. ©2016. 242pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51354-125-9. Stock# TIIEA
imfbk.st/22825

Also of Interest
Measuring US Core Inflation: The Stress Test of COVID-19
Laurence Ball, Daniel Leigh, Prachi Mishra, and Antonio Spilimbergo

imfbk.st/511053

Finance and Inequality

Martin Cihak and Ratna Sahay

imfbk.st/24497

The Role of State-Contingent Debt Instruments in Sovereign
Debt Restructurings
Charles Cohen, S.M. Ali Abbas, Myrvin Anthony, Tom Best, Peter Breuer, Hui
Miao, Alla Myrvoda, and Eriko Togo

imfbk.st/29304

Debt Maturity and Use of Short-Term Debt

Sophia Chen, Paola Ganum, Lucy Qian Liu, Leonardo Martinez, and Maria
Soledad Martinez Peria

imfbk.st/25480
BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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eLibrary

Free Access to the Latest IMF Research
www.eLibrary.IMF.org
IMF eLibrary provides free access to the most complete collection of
IMF content. The site is easy to use and simplifies access to the IMF’s
valuable research, data, and analysis. With 23,000+ IMF publications
and statistical data sets, eLibrary is the place to start your research.

.

Check Out Essential Reading Guides
IMF eLIBRARY

America Latina

Essential Reading

ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian
Nations)
Capital Flows
Climate and Energy
COVID-19
Gender, Inclusive Growth, and Inequality
Legal
IMF Digital History
Risk Management

Visit the eLibrary Essential Reading page located under “Resources.” IMF eLibrary Essential
Reading Guides are curated lists of the most relevant publications on important subjects
such as fintech, risk management, COVID-19, climate, debt, inclusion, and more. Links to
full-text publications on eLibrary and other related content such as blogs, videos, and data,
give researchers a springboard for these topics.

To learn more about how to navigate eLibrary,
visit the startup guide located in the “About”
menu or scan the QR code.

About IMF eLibrary
The IMF is a trusted authority on global economic information. The research and analysis from the IMF’s
respected authors put cutting-edge research material at your fingertips. The extensive archive provides a
unique perspective on finance, trade, globalization, and other current issues.
Visit eLibrary.IMF.org to discover how this free digital resource can enhance your research.

8
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eLibrary
IMF eLibrary offers

• Easy browse and full-text search
• Access to various statistical databases
• Extensive archive material to 1946
• Annotation tools
• Free personalization features
• Content in 16 languages
IMF eLibrary is constantly expanding to improve your
research experience.
The breadth of information is accessed in an
integrated environment supported by flexible, userfriendly navigation and intuitive search. Easy search
and browse options help surface major new releases,
historical information, and recommended readings.

Useful tools to help your work

The collection adds value to your work by drawing
on the IMF’s reports and data. Users can read online,
download, print, and share information. IMF eLibrary
supports workflow in research and teaching with its
features, such as:
• Full-text content in different formats (HTML, PDF,
and ePub formats)
• Citation tools
• Alerts for new content
• Tools for sharing and commenting on content
• One-click export or download of charts and images
• Free and complete metadata (MARC and Excel)
• Integration with major discovery and indexing
platforms

Related Materials

Throughout eLibrary, publications are augmented by
videos, infographics, additional statistical material,
podcasts, and other content. This supplementary
material completes the research experience by
providing an enhanced perspective. When a
document is opened on-screen, users will also find
links to related content from within the IMF collection,
as well as related content from other international
organizations. Using one platform, researchers
can gather information from similar organizations
focusing on economic issues.

How to Get Started
Personalize
Save searches, bookmark favorites, and set alerts by
creating a personalized profile that works across all
content areas of IMF eLibrary.
• Click “Log in” on the top right corner of any page.
• Click “Register Username” at the bottom of the page.
Fill in the form and create a password.
• Click “Register New User.”

Content

Following is a partial list of key IMF series that you will
discover on eLibrary:
• Books and Monographs
• Country Reports
• Departmental Papers
• Finance & Development
• Glossaries
• Manuals and Guides
• IMF Flagship Reports
• Per Jacobsson Lectures
• Regional Economic Outlooks
• Selected Legal and Institutional Papers
• Staff Discussion Notes
• Tax Law Technical Notes
• Technical Notes and Manuals
• Working Papers

Statistical Data

The IMF produces extensive time-series data on
economic and financial indicators and IMF lending.
The IMF data portal delivers countries’ most
authoritative economic reporting in a single resource.
Choose “IMF Data” from “IMF Sites” on the eLibrary
home page to discover some exclusive features of
the online data portal. For additional details on the
IMF data go to page 13.

AREAER Online and Macroprudential Database

Choose “AREAER Online” or “MCM Data” from IMF Sites
on the eLibrary home page to access two unique
IMF staff products: The Annual Report on Exchange
Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions and the
Macroprudential Policy Survey. These proprietary
databases are the only comprehensive sources
for exchange rate, trade, and systemic rules and
policy information. For more information on these
databases, visit page 14.

For more information,
email: publicationsnews@IMF.org

Browse
Find major new releases, regional content, more
popular publications, and essential reading on
the home page. The top navigation allows you to
browse by date, topics, country, or series. Click on
any title to see available file formats for download or
printing, or to read online.
Search
Simply type a word or phrase in the search box at
the top of any page.
BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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IMF and the Classroom
IMF publications are suitable for the classroom as supplementary texts
and references on key economic topics. If you are an educator interested
in adopting IMF publications for specific courses, you may request FREE
examination copies (a maximum of three titles). To obtain an examination
copy of any IMF title, please email publicationsnews@IMF.org or visit
bookstore.IMF.org (click Course Material) and fill out the online form.

Classroom
Finance & Development (F&D)
Magazine

For the latest thinking about international
economics and development, subscribe to Finance
& Development. This lively quarterly magazine
brings you in-depth analysis by IMF staff members
as well as prominent international experts. Articles
are written for lay readers who want to enrich
their understanding of the workings of the global
economy. Additional features include profiles of prominent economists and book reviews.
Published quarterly. Free to subscribers in developing
economies. Those elsewhere are charged an annual subscription
fee of $29 for postage.
English. ISSN 1564-5142. Stock# MFEA. Also available in Arabic,
Chinese, French, Russian, and Spanish
Order online at r.imfbk.st/FandD

Finance & Development (F&D), Web Edition

Searching for information is easy and fast in the online
edition of F&D. Digital copies of F&D starting in 1996
are available at IMF.org/FandD. You’ll also find links to
the French and Spanish editions beginning with 1999,
the Arabic edition back to 2003, Russian to 2004, and
Chinese to 2007. Read articles on a tablet or smartphone via the F&D app, available free at iTunes,
Google Play, and Amazon.
A complete searchable archive back to June 1964 is available on IMF eLibrary at eLibrary.IMF.org
For more information, please visit IMF.org/FandD
10
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Featured Series
Staff Discussion Notes

How To Notes

Staff Discussion Notes
showcase the latest
policy-related analysis
and research by IMF staff
members. These papers
are aimed at a broad
audience interested in
economic policy issues.

How To Notes offer
practical advice to
policymakers on a range
of issues.

Departmental Papers

Tax Law: IMF Technical
Note

Departmental Papers
focus on a specific
economic topic,
country, or region,
and are authored
by the IMF’s area
and functional
departments.

Technical Notes and
Manuals
Technical Notes and
Manuals present IMF
technical assistance
advice for a broader
audience.

Tax Law Notes, prepared
by the IMF’s Legal
Department, are
designed to provide
information and analysis
on tax law design.

Working Papers
The IMF Working Papers
series is designed to
make IMF staff research
available to a wide
audience. Nearly 300
working papers are
released each year,
covering a broad range
of theoretical and
analytical topics.

Fintech Notes

Staff Climate Notes

Fintech Notes present
research from IMF
staff exploring the
intersection of finance
and technology.

Staff Climate Notes
provide analysis
related to the impact
of climate change on
macroeconomic and
financial stability.

BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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About the IMF
Selected Decisions and
Selected Documents of the
International Monetary
Fund, 41st Issue

IMF Annual Report 2021

This volume documents
decisions, interpretations, and
resolutions of the Executive
Board and Board of Governors
of the IMF. It also includes
documents relating to the
United Nations and other international organizations.

The 2021 Annual Report
describes key IMF activities
during the year to help build a
global economy that benefits
all people through policy
advice, knowledge sharing,
and financial support. The
Annual Report, which covers
the period May 1 through
April 30, also discusses a wide range of policy matters
that the Executive Board addressed during the year.

Free. English. ©2020. 854pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51355-752-6. Stock# SELDEA2020001
imfbk.st/29348

Free. English. ©2021. 70pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51356-881-2. Stock# ARIEA2021001
IMF.org/AR2021

Articles of Agreement of the
International Monetary Fund
The Articles of Agreement of
the IMF were adopted at the
United Nations Monetary and
Financial Conference (Bretton
Woods, New Hampshire) on
July 22, 1944. As the charter
of the IMF, the Articles lay
out the Fund’s purposes,
which include the promotion
of international monetary cooperation. The Articles
also establish the mandate of the organization and
its members’ rights and obligations and governance
structure, and outlines various rules of operations,
including those related to the conduct of its operations
and transactions regarding special drawing rights.
Free. ©2020 English. 136pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51352-124-4. Stock# ARTEA2018001
imfbk.st/25022

Also available in Arabic, Chinese, French, Japanese,
Russian, and Spanish

Of Special Interest
Guidance Note for Fund Staff on the Treatment
and Use of SDR Allocations
This Note provides guidance on the treatment and
use of allocations of special drawing rights (SDRs).
The SDR is an international reserve asset, created by
the IMF in 1969 to supplement its member countries’
official reserves.

For more information visit imfbk.st/464318
Free. ©2021. English. 44pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-51359-334-0. Stock# PPEA2021059
12
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Also available in Arabic, Chinese, French, German,
Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, and Spanish

IMF Financial
Operations 2018
IMF Financial Operations
2018 provides a broad
introduction to how the IMF
fulfills its mission through its
financial activities. It covers
the financial structure and
operations of the IMF and
provides background detail
on the financial statements for the IMF’s activities
during the financial year that ended April 30, 2018. The
report reviews the IMF’s three main activities: lending,
surveillance, and technical assistance.

$68. English. ©2018. 196pp. Paperback
ISBN 978-1-48433-087-6. Stock# IFOEA2018001
imfbk.st/24764

IMF Data
Data.IMF.org and eLibrary.IMF.org provide complete access to the IMF’s collection of material
on data and statistics. The IMF’s statistical data deliver the most authoritative economic
reporting from the most countries, including economic and financial indicators, IMF lending
and SDRs, and much more.
IMF data include many valuable data sets.
Manuals, guides, and other material on
statistical practices at the IMF and in the
statistical community at large are also
available in a variety of formats. A few of our
popular data sets include
• Balance of Payments Statistics (BOP)
• Coordinated Direct Investment Survey (CDIS)
• Currency Composition of Foreign Exchange
Reserves (COFER)
• Direction of Trade Statistics (DOT)
• Financial Access Survey (FAS)
• Financial Soundness Indicators (FSI)
• Government Finance Statistics (GFS)
• International Financial Statistics (IFS)
• World Economic Outlook (WEO)
The online portal features
• Data Release Calendar
• Applications for bulk download of data
• IMF Data Workbooks to view, analyze, save,
and export data
• Predefined Data Tables by Country
• Data Visualization Tools such as the
DataMapper
Please note that access to some tools and
features will require registration or sign-in.

Note: As of January 2019, the IMF has ceased production of the print and CD-ROM formats associated with the
International Financial Statistics, Government Finance Statistics, Direction of Trade Statistics, and Balance of
Payments Statistics. These data sets, along with updates, are available online at data.IMF.org.
For more information on data and statistical resources, visit data.IMF.org
BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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AREAER and Macroprudential Policy Survey

Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and
Exchange Restrictions (AREAER)
The only comprehensive database on international exchange
operations and the global trade system

The Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange
Restrictions provides comprehensive descriptions of the foreign
exchange arrangements, exchange and trade systems, and
capital controls of all IMF member countries. It describes each
country’s market operations, international trade policies,
controls on capital transactions, and financial sector measures.
The AREAER is available in multiple formats. The complete
archive of reports going back to 1950 is available from IMF
eLibrary (eLibrary.IMF.org). AREAER Online presents data back
to 1999 as a searchable database allowing users to compare
report sections by country and time, build custom reports, or access annual and
country-level updates.
Free download. eLibrary.IMF.org/subject/012
Printed copies of the AREAER are available through Proceedings.com;
For more information visit proceedings.com/5047.html

Macroprudential Policy Survey Online

Macroprudential
Policy
Survey
Database

The global financial crisis highlighted the need for
dedicated macroprudential policy tools to safeguard
financial stability and mitigate systemic risk.
The Macroprudential Policy Survey is a free and
regularly updated database capturing information
on the policy tools in use by the IMF’s membership.
Countries are asked to report measures in line
with the general definition of macroprudential
policy: “the use of primarily prudential tools to limit
systemic risk.”

This new database also features information on the
institutional arrangements supporting macroprudential policy in IMF member countries. The survey
information fills an important data gap for researchers and policymakers. It can be used to support
research in this emerging area—for example, to assess the impact of measures on credit and asset
prices. It will also help policymakers learn about the design of other IMF members’ policy measures.
Free access via IMF eLibrary at r.imfe.li/macroprudb.
To access these databases, scan the QR code
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Recent and Forthcoming Copublications
The Economics of
Sustainable Food:
Smart Policies for
Health and the
Planet
Nicoletta Batini
Copublished with
Island Press

https://islandpress.org/books/economics-sustainable-food
©2021. Paperback. ISBN 978-1-64283-161-0

How to Achieve
Inclusive Growth
Valerie Cerra,
Barry Eichengreen,
Asmaa El-Ganainy,
and Martin Schindler
Copublished with
Oxford University
Press

https://global.oup.com/academic
©2022. Hardcover. ISBN 978-0-19284-693-8

Ralph Chami,
Raphael Espinoza,
and Peter Montiel

Paperback
Coming Soon!
Sovereign Debt:
A Guide for
Economists and
Practitioners

Copublished with
Oxford University
Press

S. Ali Abbas,
Alex Pienkowski, and
Kenneth Rogoff

Macroeconomic
Policy in Fragile
States

Copublished with
Oxford University
Press
https://global.oup.com/academic/
©2021. Hardcover. ISBN 978-0-19885-309-1

Meeting
Globalization’s
Challenges: Policies
to Make Trade Work
for All
Luís Catão and
Maurice Obstfeld
Copublished with
Princeton University
Press

https://press.princeton.edu/books
©2019. Hardcover. ISBN 978-0-69118-893-5

https://global.oup.com/academic/
©2021. Paperback. ISBN 978-0-19285-633-3
©2019. Hardcover. ISBN 978-0-19885-082-3

International
Taxation and
the Extractive
Industries
Philip Daniel, Michael
Keen, Artur Swistak,
and Victor Thuronyi
Copublished with
Routledge

https://www.routledge.com
©2019. Paperback. ISBN 978-0-36787-507-7
©2017. Hardcover. ISBN 978-1-13899-962-6
BOOKSTORE.IMF.ORG
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IMF ECONOMIC REVIEW
The official research journal of the IMF
High-quality, peer-reviewed research
on open-economy macroeconomics
and related fields

• Featuring articles by leading scholars, such as Paul Krugman,
Olivier Blanchard, Viral Acharya, Hyun-Song Shin, Stanley Fischer, and more
• Influencing academics and policymakers worldwide
• Covering some of the most important economic issues of our time

Visit www.palgrave.com/journal/41308 for free sample content,
subscription information, and submission guidelines for authors.
ISSN: 2041-4161; EISSN: 2041-417X
Impact Factor: 2.761
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IMF Publications Program
The IMF Publications Program is a fundamental part
of the IMF’s broader outreach efforts. Each publication
underpins IMF strategic positions and policy by
disseminating global and regional surveillance products
and analysis and expanding country-level outreach.
The IMF publishes a wide variety of books, periodicals,
reports, and digital products covering global economics,
international finance, monetary policy, statistics,
exchange rates, and other global economic issues. IMF
print and digital publications present analysis, research,
policy advice, and data on economic and financial sector
issues at the global, regional, and country levels.

IMF.org/pubs

INTERNATIONAL MONETARY FUND
Publications, Catalog Orders
PO Box 92780
Washington, DC 20090 USA

About the IMF
The International Monetary Fund is an organization of 190 countries, working to foster
global monetary cooperation, secure financial stability, facilitate international trade,
promote high employment and sustainable economic growth, and reduce poverty
around the world.
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